How to Get Started with SLCP
Steps for a facility to begin their SLCP journey

1. Learn how to initiate and complete an assessment by reviewing our step-by-step guidance.

2. Get trained!
   - Watch recordings of training sessions
   - Join an upcoming training hosted by an SLCP approved Training Body.
   - Request a 1-on-1 training session by a qualified TB.
   - Enroll for the e-learning training modules.

3. Learn how to prepare for an SLCP assessment and what is expected of facilities.

4. Stay informed!
   - Access guidance throughout the process through the Facility Guidance and FAQs on the Helpdesk.
   - Subscribe to bi-weekly newsletters to stay informed on SLCP updates and receive tips on navigating the system.

5. Support convergence and use this letter template to invite brand partners to accept SLCP data.
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